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Upper west: Acquired BY CLIMBERS
The Access Fund, and the Bolton Conservation
Commission for their generous grants and
guidance; to our corporate sponsors including
The Outdoor Gear Exchange, ClimbHigh,
EMS, and Petra Cliffs for their support in this
project and many others over the years; to the
landowners, Mike Ringuette and Ken and
Nancy Remsen, for recognizing the importance
of conserving this land forever; to the many
great companies who donated prizes for our
events including Julbo, Point 6, La Sportiva,
Evolv, Kombi, and many others; and finally to
Pam Moreau at Murphy Sullivan Kronk for her
expert legal advice.
And finally, I would personally like to
thank to the CRAG-VT board, our volunteers,
and the local climbers who helped in this
effort. Nowhere in the world is there better
community than here in Vermont; I feel
honored to be a part of it. Thank you.

held by CRAG-VT in our mission to protect
Vermont’s climbing resources and natural
environment.
Because CRAG-VT has always kept our
properties open to non-motorized recreational
pursuits of all kinds, we are currently working
with the Vermont Land Trust (VLT) to donate
a conservation easement that will guarantee
public access, climbing, and preservation of the
cliff’s natural environment permanently. This
easement will ensure that the VLT will defend
these rights on the land forever, regardless
of who owns it. We have received additional
funding from the Bolton Conservation
Commission to help secure this easement.
We could not have accomplished this
without hard work, donations, and funding
from many sources. Those who contributed are
far too many to thank in this short letter, but
a number deserve special recognition. From
myself, the CRAG-VT board, and every climber
and hiker who will enjoy this special place for
generations to come, I would like to extend
heartfelt thanks to: The Conservation Alliance,

Jeb Bruno onsighting Paradox (5.10d) a new line at Upper West

Beautiful views off the south summit overlook at Upper West

Crown point Bridge out
The Crown Point Bridge, commonly used by
Vermonters to get to the Adirondacks, has
been closed due to structural weaknesses
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—Travis Peckham
President, CRAG-VT
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n the beginning of May, CRAG-VT completed
the subdivision and purchase of Upper West
Bolton cliff! Over the past two years, CRAGVT board members and volunteers have been
working very hard to establish permanent
protections for this beautiful and historic place.
The acquisition protects a total of 18 acres and
includes the rock faces, hilltop summit, hiking
trails, and boulder field.
CRAG-VT had originally envisioned
moving this property into public hands
through a boundary adjustment that would
place the cliff and surrounding land into an
adjacent town-owned conservation area. After
several meetings with the Town of Bolton’s
select board, the town declined to accept the
acreage citing liability concerns and the fact
that Vermont state law is somewhat subject to
interpretation on rock climbing liability for
town-owned properties. With transfer to the
town of Bolton no longer an option, CRAG-VT
renegotiated with the land owners and was
able to secure a subdivision and purchase
agreement. This property became the third

and will soon be demolished. A temporary
ferry will be put into service until a new
bridge can be constructed. Until then, take
one of the Charlotte, Burlington, or Grand
Isle ferries – or better yet, climb local!
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Enjoying a Cold One: Green Mountain Bouldering

Tyler Sandberg Wheelin’and Dealin’ (V9/10) at Mt. Wheeler

I
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magine a deep blue sky, a crisp breeze, trees
ablaze with Autumn colors, and the feel of
textured rock in your hands as you pull onto
your favorite Smuggs warm-up. All you need
is a pad, shoes, a friend or two, and a few hours
of free time. This is the image that comes to
mind for many when they think of Vermont
bouldering. No doubt, fall is a glorious time
of year to climb in Vermont, but far too short.
Many boulderers, perhaps wisely, only boulder
in Vermont during the brief periods of good
weather we have in fall and spring and spend
the majority of the year pulling on plastic and
dreaming of vacations that will take them far
from New England weather.

Kiel Mahar flashing Crackalackin (V3) hidden in the VT woods

Let’s be honest, bouldering in Vermont
often isn’t pretty, frequently it’s more about
enduring the elements than it is about
climbing. In spring the snow melts, soaking the
rock and turning trails and landings into mud
pits. Shortly after this comes black fly season.
Black fly season is followed by warming temps,
more blood thirsty insects, poor friction, high
humidity and frequent rain, far too frequent
rain. Then we have our coveted fall climbing
season. Next comes winter, which can be
mighty cold, snowy, and long for those of us
who love climbing rock.
In the past couple seasons, I have
discovered that it is not only possible to boulder

year round in Vermont, but it is actually
rewarding, albeit in sometimes masochistic
ways. Obviously winter is the season that
keeps most of us climber types inside, with the
obvious exception of ice climbers. To picture
what winter bouldering in Vermont is like,
think of an ice climber, then take away the
warm boots, gloves, and bulky warm clothing
and you’ll get the idea. No seriously, it’s not that
bad! Many boulder problems are less than a
half-dozen moves long and are often climbed
in less than one minute, at which point you
retreat into the warmest down jacket you can
afford. Surprisingly, hands don’t get as cold as
you might imagine and it usually just takes a
few repetitions of cooling and re-warming to
get your circulation to a level sufficient enough
to keep them warm. Longer problems are also
possible so long as it isn’t too cold, for example
this past winter I climbed a problem which was
15 moves long at a temperature of 15 degrees. I
have found zero degrees to be my cutoff; below
this temperature bouldering ceases to be “fun.”
Winter bouldering requires quite a bit
more equipment than fair-weather climbing.
Depending on conditions you may need towels,
brushes, and a shovel for snow removal.
You also might need a tarp, cord and ’biners
for anchoring pads on snowy slopes, plus
extra clothing, extra food, snowshoes, etc.
Occasionally I have found myself schlepping up
to 85 pounds of gear through deep snow on over
mile-long approaches. Winter approaches can
be great warm-ups.
A tip for those who are now convinced to
give winter bouldering a try: don’t wait for one
of those rare warm days in winter when the
temperature has risen rapidly. Even if snow
melt isn’t a problem, condensation will likely
end your day before it begins. If the boulders
are below the dew point, which they often are
after a rapid warm-up, they will pull moisture
out of the air like a cold glass of brew on a
muggy summer day, coating every surface of
your “proj” with either water or ice.
Happy sending!
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—Tyler Sandberg
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The Choss Pile

it as an opportunity to open up more new
ground at Upper West. Maciejowski added
to Upper West’s limited repertoire of
moderates by sending Public Property (5.7).
Unlike The Lorax, this nice corner route is
likely to become quite popular. Peckham
went on to establish Doublethink (5.11c) and
Nettles (5.12a). Doublethink offers up an
aesthetic, overhanging arête climb that one
local mistook for being “a nice-looking 5.8”
before being “educated” by the crux. Nettles
tackles the intimidating flake, right-facing
corner, and overhanging face just uphill
from The Thorn. The route combines a fun
corner, delicate traverse, and couple of big
cruxy deadpoints on the upper headwall. In
addition to these routes, Peckham jumped
on Paradox (5.10d), the steep, striking arête
immediately left of Against the Grain. The
climb has rapidly gained popularity and sent
many would-be suitors flying.

Travis Peckham coping with Pastry Rage (5.12a)

ry, warm days in late March and early
April made for some great early season
climbing at Bolton’s sunnier locales. Travis
Peckham kicked off the action at the East
Side by nabbing a repeat of Peter Kamitses’s
excellent but seldom-climbed Scavenger. He
then began to drag various belay slaves out of
bed before dawn to put up Pastry Rage (5.12a)
on the beautiful tiger-striped wall near the
center of the cliff. Derek Doucet gave Pastry
Rage its name back in 2001 but never took the
time to give the route any serious attempts.
Peckham recalled, “Dr. Katzman belayed
me on the FA and I wasn’t sure how many
big lead falls he’d caught before, so I made a
special effort not to fall. I think it helped.”
adding, “I figured, well, at least he’s a doctor
and he’ll know how to patch me up if I deck.”
The climb is long, devious, outstanding, and
clearly one of the best at the East Side.
As things warmed up and dried out, climbers
headed to Upper West to see what might
be discovered – or rediscovered. Peckham
quickly snatched the FA of Full Circle (5.11a)
on a short, steep wall below Private Property.
The name refers to the complete circle of
access that the crag has gone through from
being closed to climbing in the early ’90s to
now being owned by climbers. Spurred on
by Peckham, Seth Maciejowski added the
instantly-popular Stone Staircase (5.9) on the
north end of the east face. “I was looking for
a full-length line up what I call the ‘Traverse
of the Clods’ face and discovered that the
middle section of the face was covered

with grassy ledges,” said Maciejowski, “But
the lower face yielded a staircase of good
holds up a near-vertical face.” Possessing a
somewhat disturbing penchant for offwidths,
Maciejowski then went after a scary wide
crack he dubbed The Lorax (5.9). Instead of
wisely waiting to acquire appropriate gear,
Maciejowski racked up with two double
length slings for the first pitch crux: a “dirty,
pant-loading offwidth.” The pitch served
up a good helping of dirt, lichen, and fear.
The second pitch yielded another offwidth
and chimney with good protection and a
beautiful position high on the cliff.
During one of his many before-work
exploratory hike-rappel-and-jug workouts,
Peckham came across an overhanging
buttress hidden in the trees 30' up and 100'
to the left of The Rose. This awesome face
delivered the three fantastic new routes
Donkey Index (5.11a), The Onceler (5.11c),
and Why You Fail (5.12a). After sending
The Onceler, Peckham couldn’t contain his
enthusiasm for the difficult new gear line.
“It’s a thin crack that’s both challenging to
climb and lead,” said Peckham. “I think it’s
one of Bolton’s most demanding trad climbs.
It was a fantastic find!” With the addition of
The Onceler, Bolton’s north end now offers a
stunning crack climbing trifecta of The Rose,
The Thorn, and The Onceler.
As Bolton entered the summer monsoon
season, Peckham and Maciejowski took
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Jay Bruno encounters Paradox (5.10d) at Upper West

Peckham finished on a short but stout trad
line that he dubbed The Pansy (5.11c). It
should be mentioned that it’s reasonably
likely that The Pansy and Maciejowski’s
ascent of The Lorax had seen prior ascents
sometime in Upper West’s forgotten past.
Herb George, Tim Beaman, John Bouchard,
Steve Zajchowski, and others frequented
Upper West decades ago and rumor has it
they “climbed everything there was to be
Continued on page 4
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As the season was coming to a close, Brian
Wade and Katie Powers added Dr. Dias (5.9+)
near Birch Tree Corner. On the ascent, an old
ring piton was evidence that the lower half
of the climb had previously been climbed,
but the sheer upper face is likely to be new
ground. “The route follows a long-agoestablished open book to the right of Birch
Tree Corner, meets the corner and then heads
out right on the face to join the finger crack,”
said Wade. “We’ll give it a good ol’ New
England 9+.”
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climbed at Upper West.” Doubtless there are
many established lines that few know about.
Hopefully more of the cliff’s history will
come to light.

Brian Wade belays Katie Powers on the FA of Dr. Dias (5.9+)

At the Bolton Quarry, Colin Rickert climbed
a direct variation to Grumpy he dubbed
Anxious (5.11c/d). “The crux move involves a
long deadpoint using a couple of heinous sidepull crimps and a smeared foot,” said Rickert,
“The route is more bouldery than pumpy
but I think it’s probably one of the hardest
low-angle climbs in the state.” Rickert also
opened up The Eye of the Cougar (5.12b/c) on
the steep, unfeatured seam above the start
of It’s Only Interment. Though quite short,
the route has two cruxes that come back-toback with a sketchy clip and hardly a shake
in between. “I think there is a possibility of
someone bouldering the route as a scary-ashell highball. I would really love to see some
highball ace do it,” said Rickert.
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Upper Upper (a.k.a. High West) has remained
one of Bolton’s least frequented crags. But,
judging by the well-worn condition of the
trail, routes like E.N.S. (5.8), Sling the Horn
(a.k.a. Plea Deal) (5.8+), Nightcrawlers (5.8
R), and Ladybug (5.10c) have been seeing
some repeats recently. This summer, Seth
Maciejowski also added Noises in the Night
(5.7) on a long clean slab on the upper left
side of the cliff. The route, partly bolted in
the dark, offers up great face climbing and
a spooky ambience in the late evening. For
those of you who’ve not been to Upper Upper:
full rope-length pitches, clean rock, fun
climbing, and fantastic views make it worth
the trip!
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Seth Maciejowski casts off on the FA of Noises in the Night (5.7)

In mid-October, Matt McCormick completed
his project – a 5.13c R horror show on the
Spider’s Web in the Adirondacks. While
working the route, McCormick logged
some huge airtime and a terrifying ropebehind-the-leg cartwheel. Wheelin’ and
Dealin’ (5.13c R) involves super-difficult
climbing and very specific gear placements
that include offset hybrid cams and micro
RPs. “This route is the result of three and a
half months of work and probably close to
20 big falls,” said McCormick, “including a
‘cartwheel whipper’ which is where the name
comes from.” Congratulations to Matt on
completing the hardest all-gear protected
route in the Adirondacks!
Compiled by Travis Peckham and then mercilessly
rewritten by Seth Maciejowski. Special thanks to
JW, BW, KP, CR, MM and others.

Colin Rickert feeling Anxious (5.12b)
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Local Faces:

Maureen Whalley

I have been climbing for about twelve
years. I started when I was 12 as a Girl Scout.
They had a massive boulder with a single dingy
toprope set up, and I would lap that thing
like it was my job. I was born without my left
hand – It’s made life as a climber a lot more
interesting…you can throw usual beta out
the window! I was lucky enough to grow up
in Acadia, and spent many hours there on the
rock – I was the awkward gimpy kid gleaning
advice from the local crusty guys.
I started climbing because it wasn’t
something that would come naturally, per se. A
person with limb loss isn’t supposed to climb,
but I’ve been following that path for a while. In
grade school, when I picked up soccer, people
would say “Oh, that figures, you don’t need
your hands for that.” Then I would proudly
announce I was the goalie. Climbing started as
the same sort of thing, but quickly evolved into
something beyond just proving people wrong,
and into something that felt organic and…well,
fan-freaking-tabulously fun.
I definitely love crack climbs, and I’m
built for it. My stump is a #1 Camalot one way,
and a .75 the other…perfect small hands and
good fingers! If I can shove it in deeper, I can
get all the way to a large #2. I think even with
two hands I’d like cracks the best. Nothing
beats an amazing jam or lock. Having a stump
is cheating sometimes, I think, because I
can hang off of it all day. That said, thin face
climbs are hard, but I’ve got pretty good feet

Limited-edition CRAG-VT Climb
Local tees are now available at
the Outdoor Gear Exchange.

Photo: Vijay Viswanathan

It is rare to meet a climber as deeply involved
in all aspects of the climbing community as
Maureen Whalley. Her passion for climbing
keeps her on the cliff, while her curiosity of the
natural world keeps her exploring and delving
into a career in forestry and mapping. She has
already introduced literally thousands of people
to the climbing world. She guides, educates, and
volunteers actively, all with a toothy grin and a
hot cup of endless energy. And you wouldn’t know
it until you grab the other end of her rope (which
she gladly throws out to just about anyone who
reaches), but she does it all with one hand.

Maureen between climbs in Ouray, CO

and balance, and it’s definitely a workout to go
hands-free between crimps! I definitely have
to sacrifice fluidity in my upper body for quick,
desperate stabs with my hand if I don’t have a
solid hold for my stump. It’s also hard to train –
my right bicep is about twice the size of my left.
My favorite local route is The Rose
(5.10b) in Bolton. It suits my climbing style
perfectly, and always demands strength…
nothing like overhanging crack! I also adore
the Adirondacks, especially Barkeaters.
This past summer, I spent a lot more time at
Rumney for the social aspect, and because it’s
not the sort of climbing I’m naturally good at,
but the rock is so good. Projects abound there!
I’ve wanted to ice climb for as long as I’ve
been rock climbing, but it was tricky to figure
out how to do it…mechanically speaking.
Finally, I got an old Trango tool from the EMS
Climbing School, had a buddy of mine chop
and weld, added it to a carbon fiber white water
kayaking arm I had, and voila; an ice axe-arm
was born! While it doesn’t work the best, it’s
better than nothing, and I’m already toying
with new designs. This will be my third ice
climbing season.
I just graduated from UVM with a degree
in forestry and GIS, and see myself going into
environmental education and conservation. I
did my senior project with CRAG-VT and had
a blast. If I can find a job like that and actually
get paid for it, that would be ideal!
I also love teaching. I spent the majority
of my four years at UVM leading beginner
rock trips and instructing the climbing leader
program. I really enjoy taking people out

climbing for the first time and seeing them get
hooked. One of my more interesting days was
taking out a group of about 60 middle school
kids from New Jersey climbing for the first
time in the Adirondacks. (Trying, but a great
experience!)
Other than working with CRAG-VT, I
am involved with Paradox Sports, which is an
adaptive outdoor sports organization based
out of Boulder, Colorado (paradoxsports.
org). It was founded by Timmy O’Neill and DJ
Skelton, a wounded Iraq vet, and started as
an offshoot of the Wounded Warriors Project.
Last March I went to their second annual
Gimps on Ice festival in Ouray, Colorado – a
weekend of playing hard and working hard. It
was a very humbling experience. I’m used to
being the person who stands out in a group of
climbers, and that weekend, I was about the
least “special” person there! There were about
20 adaptive athletes, and many more guides
and support crew members, including Timmy
O’Neill, Jim Donini, and the late Micah Dash.
The whole weekend acted as a think tank to
solve everyone’s adaptive challenges. I even
met a guy who was missing his left hand, so
we were able to swap arms! I’m hoping that
spending this coming season out West will
grant me the opportunity to spend more time
with these folks, and to grow as both a climber
and a member of the adaptive community.
This spring I took a bit of a whip in the
‘Dacks and broke a bone in my foot. It’s been a
little hard getting back on the sharp end, but
I think it’s all coming back to me now. I spent
two weeks in November in Indian Creek, and
I’ll be spending a lot of time in Ouray and in
the San Juans getting my ice skills dialed. My
other goal this winter is to get good at bump
skiing! I’m also looking forward to dabbling
in aid climbing. A good friend said, “You don’t
need two hands to be a badass aid climber,” so I
might go with that!
My newest adventure will be spending
this winter climbing and skiing in the
Southwest. I’m very excited for this coming
ice season which I’ll spend in Ouray, and even
more excited that Indian Creek will be two
hours away from my ski-hill door step!
Maureen Whalley lives in Bolton Valley with
her boyfriend Brian and puppy Burly. Mo can be
reached at 802-598-2555 or mwhalley@uvm.edu.
—As told to Lena Molinar

Thanks to Ecopixel for hosting CRAG-VT’s web site,
climbing forums, and email on their Eco-Positive
Hosting™ platform, which is 110% carbon offset.
www.ecopixel.com

Thanks to Ecopixel for hosting CRAG5
Web site, climbing forums and email o
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AShouldClimber’s
Dilemma:
we keep our crags on the down-low?
P
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icture yourself in the following scenario.
You are hiking in the woods in search of
a climbing spot and you come to a fork in the
trail. To the left, a metal sign reads “climbing
area” and points you up a clean and obvious
trail, equipped with railroad tie stairs and
handrails to boot. A group of boisterous scouts
tramps past you, taking heed of the sign’s
directions without the slightest hesitation.
On your right, you can make out the slightest
trace of a trail up a tenuous scree slope.
While this scenario is an exaggeration,
it exemplifies through two extremes the
question of access that climbers face. The
left prong of the fork represents the ideology
that climbing spots, and outdoor recreation
opportunities in general, should be made
accessible. The right prong represents the
notion that access to outdoor recreation
should be not be enhanced, but limited by the
natural conditions of the environment. While
individuals tend to hold fast to their opinions
on the access issue, particularly when it
impacts an activity near and dear to their
hearts, it’s important to consider the merits of
each perspective.
On a trip to Glacier National Park
last August, I joined the endless train of
automobiles on the Going to the Sun Road.
The road covers 50 miles and reaches a peak
altitude of 6,646 feet at Logan’s Pass. As the
road ascended, my spirits dropped. At Logan’s

Patrick Tracy with Eyes on the Prize (V7/V8), one of many
Vermont climbs with “don’t ask, don’t tell” access

Pass, I found myself stuck in traffic amidst
distant glaciers and belching RVs. Wide-eyed
long horn sheep grazed in a roped-off sliver of
meadow to an audience of a hundred snapping
cameras. Cars parked, people slipped out,
and sidled over to the roadside lookout point.
Then they got back into their car, and rejoined
the train of a thousand automobiles. This
road, and all of these people delivered by it
to such heights, were taking something away
from me. I felt like this road was robbing me
of the collective sense of accomplishment
from every peak that I had ever climbed, of
every moment in the wilderness where I’d felt
solitude. I thought to myself that these other
people and this road should not be here. I
thought that the other visitors, who I assumed
couldn’t have had the wilderness experience
that I had, simply did not appreciate the area
in the way that it ought to be appreciated.
My travel companion, Claire, offered
a very different perspective and suggested
that accessibility projects, like the Going to
the Sun Road, provide an opportunity for the
public to experience nature; and that such
experiences might lead them to appreciate
the environment and perhaps take steps to
preserve it. I felt jaded and selfish, but I still
can’t seem to completely reconcile my disdain
for that road and the crowds.
In Vermont, there has been some debate
over whether or not to print a climbing
guidebook. While the guidebook wouldn’t
lead to such dramatic and concentrated
impacts as the Road to the Sun, it is similar
in that it would facilitate access to areas that
currently only a select few have the knowledge
and skill to reach. Proponents feel that such
a guidebook would facilitate access to the
climbing areas in Vermont that are otherwise
unfamiliar to them, and like Claire suggested,
might encourage people to preserve the
areas from future development. Opponents
recognize that facilitated access would invite
crowds and bring unwanted attention to
crags that may be on private property. For me,
however, the environmental impacts of the
guidebook are most compelling, but still not
dispositive. On one hand, increased useage
can lead to environmental degradation.
On the other hand, by creating a guidebook
designating climbing sites, the environmental
impacts from climbing can be concentrated to
those designated areas.
I am not suggesting that a guidebook
should or should not be published, or that
we should or shouldn’t facilitate access to
recreational opportunities. I merely wanted to
raise awareness of the debate and encourage
climbers and outdoor enthusiast in general to
explore their opinions on the access issue and
the motivation behind them.
—Jordana Jusidman

Adopt-a-Crag
2009

Photo: Ross Perry
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n a beautiful day in September, CRAGVT and the Backyard Collective hosted
the 2009 Adopt-a-Crag event at Upper
West Bolton cliff. Fifty-six volunteers,
including people from five non-profits, spent
a beautiful fall day with friends improving
the trails at Upper West. The event was the
largest and most successful Adopt-a-Crag
event to date and the amount of work that
was accomplished was truly astounding: the
300-foot stone staircase up the scree field
to the center of the cliff is a work of art that
would have inspired the Inca!
In addition to completing the trail
repairs that were long overdue, the newly
built trail allows climbers to approach the
center of the cliff directly by hiking up the
new rock fall area. Ultimately, the trail
system will allow a formal access to the
south wall, the main cliff, and the north wall
(without traversing the base of the entire
cliff). The yellow blaze trail will also be
extended to allow hikers the ability to do a
loop over the cliffs three summit overlooks.
Volunteers also added an information
kiosk on the approach trail that will allow
important notices, maps, and outreach to be
posted to our community.
CRAG-VT would like to thank the
amazing generosity of our sponsors. Not a
single person left without at least one prize,
a full belly, and a swag bag with amazing
gifts: Darn Tough socks, Stanley metal
water bottle, Black Diamond headlamp,
Petra Cliffs pass and more! We raffled off
a list of prizes far too long to recount, but
some highlights include: Thule bike racks,
Mammut backpacks, and Keen shoes.

Continued on page 7
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T a l e s

Thanks to Outgoor Gear Exchange, Black
Diamond, Thule, Mammut, Aladdin/Stanley,
Keen, Darn Tough, the Access Fund, Clif
Bars, Petra Cliffs and everyone else for their
support and donations.
Thanks also to Mirabelles for the
delicious breakfast, Liv for the muffins,
and Outdoor Gear Exchange for the terrific
lunch. Without the event coordination efforts
of Berne Broudy from ConservationNEXT
and the Backyard Collective, and Ross Perry
of CRAG-VT, we would never have pulled this
off – thank you, especially!
Once again, I’m reminded that we have
a fantastic community here in Vermont and
how a few people donating a little time can
accomplish a great deal. Thank you for your
continued support of Vermont climbing.
Photo: Ross Perry

Lower West Bolton
“
R

Photo: Kevin Karn
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– Travis Peckham
President, CRAG-VT

Scenes from the Adopt-a-Crag trail day at Upper West

f r o m

ock!” Scrub-scrub, scratch-scratch. More
vertical gardening than climbing. Hands
damp, fingernails encrusted with moss and
soil. Chalk up and make a move. Still, there’s no
manky pins crusted over with lichen; no other
signs of previous passage. More gardening,
then another few moves.
“Rock!” Finally, feeling like he has taken
enough time to excavate and drop the first
50 feet of soil and loose rock from the crack
system, Tom Lambert finds a small stance
beneath the roof and brings his partner up.
Bruce Jamieson arrives at the belay and eyes
the slightly cleaner finger crack that rises out
of the roof and up the face above. He takes the
rack and heads out left and then up.
“Rock,” comes the familiar sound.
“Stick. STICK!”
A week earlier, Jamieson and his friend
Bob Boehringer were shown the crag after
dropping in on Boehringer’s buddy, a fellow
who lived in the small neighborhood below the
cliff. They clammered up through the woods to
have a look at the cliff and Jamieson thought,
“This place has potential.” Around the same
time, Tom Lambert had been scoping the crag
out; he recalled that Jamieson was the only
one he could convince to go out there late in
the summer of ’87. Jamieson and Lambert
subsequently did what was probably the first
ascent of Sticks and Stones (5.10), the first
recorded route at Lower West Bolton, naming
it after the debris showers they each endured.
Nowadays the route typically goes in a single
100-foot pitch, though it is far more popular to
top rope than to lead.
Later that season, Jamieson teamed
up with Joel Harris and Bruce Anstaat to
establish A-Sharp (5.6) and Say Goodnight,
Dick (5.9). A-Sharp follows the perpetually
dirty corner and crack system at the left end
of the A-Wall, avoiding the steep offwidth by
following a very, very sharp flake right from
the upper ledge. Say Goodnight, Dick takes
its name from the tag line from “Rowan
& Martin’s Laugh-In,” a television sketch
comedy that aired in the late ’60s and early
’70s. It climbs the thin seam off the right side
of the Wavy Goodbye terrace to gain the hand
crack at the top of the blunt arête. (Wavy
Goodbye [5.7] is the obvious and short dihedral
left of the A-Wall.) A week later, Harris joined
Jamieson at the far right end of the crag to
climb the classic Harvest Moon (5.8), named for
the crescent moon shaped flake that it follows
and, as Jamieson recalls, the full moon that
was rising in the east as he reached the top.
Development at Lower West continued
steadily over the next two years. In the
Continued on page 8
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summer of ’88, Jamieson and Dave Hathaway
climbed In the Pines (5.6) when proud pines
still stood on the midway terrace. Later that
summer, Jamieson and Anstaat put up Frogs
in Space (5.10) and Orgasmic (5.9+ R). Frogs
climbs the first 50 feet of Sticks and Stones
and then moves right through the overhang
to gain the right facing corner and face above.
Jamieson recalled Anstaat shouting, “Frogs
in space!” – a takeoff on “Pigs in Space,” the
Muppets Show skit – as some sort of frog leapt
from the route with limbs outstretched like a
skydiver. Orgasmic starts atop the ‘death flake’
just right of Sticks and Stones and trends right
to gain a left-facing dihedral and then the face
above. Anstatt apparently rappelled the route
facing down with a wide, stiff-bristled broom
and then called upon Jamieson for the send;
the 30+ feet of steep runout face climbing at
the top inspired the latter to bang in a piton—
on lead—the next day. Later that fall, Jamieson
and Anstatt climbed Dead Babies (5.6), the
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leftmost route at Lower West that follows the
squeeze chimney to the face above. The pair
soloed the short route but were both caught off
guard by the crux slab move near the top. The
route name refers to both their unexpected
trepidation and a certain interest in, well, dead
baby jokes. Jamieson also climbed A-Minor
(5.10) on top rope that day; this is the right leg
of the “A” on the A-Wall. Who climbed it on
lead first? For now, that remains lost like so
much of Vermont’s climbing history.
The following year saw some of the harder
lines established at the crag, including The
Chalk Stops Here (5.11, Jamieson) and Dogzilla
(5.11, Jamieson), both just left of Harvest Moon.
Brownell put up Orbital Mechanics (5.11); it
shares its start with Orgasmic but charges
straight up the face, staying left of the lone pine
tree. In it’s current state, the upper reaches
of the route could probably use some of that
stiff-broomed-rappel-trickery. Around this
time, Brownell also climbed Hailstorm (5.10),

the left leg of the “A” on the A-Wall (commonly
referred to as A-Major), apparently enduring a
mid-climb hailstorm.
Route development continued at Lower
West through the ’90s, including Hush
Mamma Thrush (5.8, Jamieson and Hassol) in
1990, which climbed past a rather displeased
nesting thrush; Crack of All Trades (5.11+,
Brownell), the chimney-to-right-archingcrack left of Wavy Goodbye and Tea in the
Sahara (5.10, Mark Guider), both in 1992; and
High Light (5.12a, Reinhardt), on the left side
of the A-Wall, and Late for Dinner (5.9, Pellett),
both in the mid to late ‘90s. New routes have
been established more recently, too, including
Steel Feathers (5.10, Pellett) in 2002, which
follows an old top rope line that Brownell and
company called Magical Mango Masacree, and
Broken Bristle (5.8 R, Conchieri) in 2004. And
there are probably a dozen other routes, either
independent lines or variations, that were
climbed when and by whom? Who knows?
In fact, someone may know, as there is
another layer (or more) of history at Lower
West Bolton. While Jamieson and Boehringer
climbed Wavy Goodbye the first time they
visited the crag, Jamieson later crossed
paths with an older climber that told him
the dihedral had been climbed years before;
and Brownell had heard that Herb George
and Tim Beaman had climbed here years
earlier, too. Which leads one to wonder, who
preceded George and Beaman? Is it possible
that Vermont’s climbing history is not, as
many assume, one of locals’ secrecy, but rather
one of many, many layers that date back to a
time in which ascents only really mattered to
the handful of individuals that were climbing
these small walls? And subsequent suitors
simply knew this and passed through quietly?
In the end, it is likely that several of the routes
that Jamieson and partners climbed were,
indeed, new lines, and their reporting out was
a significant contribution. But even today
they reflect on those ascents with a degree of
ambivalence and humility. These qualities
seem as much a part of Vermont’s climbing
history as any first ascents.
– Dennis Delay

CRAG-VT is an organization
for climbers and landowners.
We encourage both to contact
us with concerns about access
problems, landowner liability, and
natural resource issues. For more
information visit www.cragvt.org.
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